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At the #DTTT we are fully committed to supporting DMOs through the COVID-19 crisis. Our aim is to
help you develop a rapid and relevant response plan, and also to learn and use this as a reference for
future crisis planning in the process.
It is important for each business and destination to review their existing strategies, previous
experiences and learnings, therefore it is important to ask the following questions at the start of your
crisis plan.
•

Have we experienced anything similar before?

•

How did we react?

•

What worked well and can be applied or adapted?

•

What needs to be avoided?

Phase One
Assure, Apologise
and Address

PHASE ONE (Month 1): ASSURE, APOLOGISE AND ADDRESS
In times of crisis people care little about what brands say and everything about what they
actually do to make people’s lives better.It is an opportunity for brands to stand out and
enhance their reputation by delivering the right actions and message.
In order to respond and address the crisis, the first step would be to create a crisis task
force. This will bring together key individuals from across the organisation to identify and
prioritise issues. Each individual should have a clear understanding of his or her specific
responsibilities. Ideally the task force should be led by the CEO.
The focus at this stage should be on the customer who is directly affected, and it is the
responsibility of the task force to deliver information and the right message. Maintaining the
reputation of your organisation is extremely important, especially during crisis management.
Customers expect the organisation to communicate from the most senior level and show
strong leadership skills to give them maximum assurance. When communicating to
customers, the CEOs must communicate with empathy and ensure the following:
•

Demonstrate leadership and develop a rapid response that makes clear, strong
statements that address the most urgent issues.

•

Emphasise that the customer is valued and important in s personalised statement

•

Assure the customer that your top priority is their health and well-being

•

Empathise with the customer and apologise if their plans have been disrupted

•

Provide the most up to date information about a situation

•

Help the customer and oﬀer a flexible solution that will benefit them and their
situation.

PHASE ONE: EXPANSION
An email/letter to customers/potential visitors containing strong and reassuring statements.
Examples:
•

Expedia

•

British Airways

•

Deliveroo

•

Eurostar

•

Radisson Hotels

1st Response Communication Template:
Dear valued customer/guest/visitor
We understand that you are feeling much uncertainty during the COVID-19 crisis, therefore I
wanted to contact you personally, to assure you and share more about what we are doing to
make lives better.
Our Plan and Priorities
Our commitment to keep you safe and informed
We apologise if your plans with us have been disrupted, but we are committed to customer
safety which is our number one priority. We have been closely monitoring the situation and
following guidance from the World Health Organization (WHO) and our travel partners. As a
priority, we endeavour to keep you up to date with all developments.
Our commitment to helping our customers
As an organisation we plan to do as much as we can to help those affected. Our focus is to
provide the highest level of service to help customers and make improvements to allow
customers to travel more confidently in the future.
Our commitment to provide solutions
If you are planning future travel, we strongly recommend that you look at flexible options like
free cancellation and changes. For everyone around the world, travel is a source of happiness
and hugely beneficial to all. Therefore when you are ready to travel again, please know that
we are ready to serve you.

Phase Two
Think Ahead

PHASE TWO (Month 2): THINK AHEAD
The initial communications plan must lay out a set of actions that the organisation must take
immediately, based on the current situation. However, if the situation is fluid and the situation
looks to be uncertain for the next 6 months, it’s important to develop a protocol for emergent
situations. This requires identifying new aspects of the crisis and seeing how the severity will
be assessed.
It is important to think ahead and create a detailed process to factor in new developments to
the existing plan. Providing ongoing and transparent communication is the key to good crisis
communications. As different scenarios occur, the priority is to continue to think ahead.
It is always important to make an effort to understand your audience and how they are
feeling, especially when communicating developments to them. As a situation progresses,
continue to listen and track responses. Understanding responses is key to containing a
negative situation or understanding when the crisis is winding down and business can return
to normal.
At the stage, the priorities should be:
•

Listening, understanding and tracking customer responses

•

Creating a strong internal communications system to ensure employees can
communicate effectively and credibly in the face of disruption

•

Thinking ahead, developing a protocol and crisis strategy for emergent situations

•

Creating a dashboard focused on the issue, featuring coverage of trending topics,
impact and sentiment by location or channel.

•

Maintaining transparency and compassion to boost customer confidence

•

Develop a more complete response plan so that you are ready for the unexpected

PHASE TWO: EXPANSION
Listening, understanding and tracking customer responses
•

Follow social media to understand how the industry is reacting.

•

Follow your customers to understand their sentiments.

Creating a strong internal communications system to ensure employees and local businesses
can communicate effectively and credibly in the face of disruption
•

Have a morning meeting with colleagues to stay up to date on daily developments.

•

Develop an aligned communication strategy so that internal to external
communications are consistent.

Thinking ahead, developing a protocol and crisis strategy for emergent situations
•

Develop a business continuity plan and strategy that incorporates emergent situations.

•

Look beyond the crisis and use future thinking to map out all scenarios.

Creating a dashboard focused on the issue, featuring coverage of trending topics, impact
and sentiment by location or channel.
•

Create a project area for the crisis that is shared with the team.

•

Collect key articles, coverage, responses, trends, impact and sentiment from all
perspectives in the industry. This will help you formulate strong and relevant
communications during this phase.

Maintaining transparency and compassion to boost customer confidence
•

All social media must put the customers and their safety first. Posts must be
compassionate, friendly and demonstrate what the destination is doing to maintain
standards and safety.

•

Stay transparent and keep updates concise and informative.

Develop a more complete response plan so that you are ready for the unexpected
•

At this stage, things are still uncertain so it’s a good time to develop a more complete
response plan.

•

The complete response plan needs to take into account the next 6 months and an
ever-changing environment.

Social Media Examples:
•

Visit Estonia

•

Visit Norway

•

Visit Denmark

•

The Faroe Islands

Phase Three
Evaluate and
Reassess

PHASE THREE (Month 3): RE-EVALUATE AND REASSESS
At the midpoint of the communication plan, it is important for DMOs to check in, re-evaluate
and reassess the situation. It is key that communication is focused internally to keep
everyone on board.
At this stage, the initial assessment of the crisis has been undertaken and the data and facts
have been collected. The DMO team must be up to date and coordinate activities to manage
the crisis. The situation may be improving or deteriorating, therefore it requires the following
action:
•

Plan and share consistent internal updates so that everyone remains focused and up
to date

•

Assign a spokesperson who is responsible for managing the crisis

•

Identify stakeholders that require proactive, not reactive communication

•

Anticipate scenarios and vulnerabilities that will occur at this stage

•

Evaluate the handling of the crisis coverage so far and recognise trends in opinion

•

Decide on your overall objectives, revise your marketing budget and keep your
narrative consistent

PHASE THREE: EXPANSION
Plan and share consistent internal updates so that everyone remains focused and up to date
•

Staying up to date is crucial. Share daily emails and updates to ensure that everyone
stays aligned.

•

Stay focused on the crisis strategy and the direction of the response.

Assign a spokesperson who is responsible for managing the crisis
•

At this stage nominate a spokesperson, who is present and managing communication
for the crisis

•

The spokesperson should be directing the crisis task force.

Identify stakeholders that require proactive, not reactive communication
•

People still want to travel and therefore promote the brand and defend its identity to
ensure its stay visible.

•

Engage people by the emphasising normality of a destination.

Anticipate scenarios and vulnerabilities that will occur at this stage
•

Anticipate scenarios based on the effects of the crisis in other destinations

•

Assess the vulnerabilities that will affect the destination at this stage.

Evaluate the handling of the crisis coverage so far and recognise trends in opinion
•

At the midway stage reassess the performance of the destination and the handling of
the crisis content and coverage so far.

•

Re-evaluate the brand’s identity going forward, noting areas for improvement.

Decide on your overall objectives, revise your marketing budget and keep your narrative
consistent
•

Keep a forward focus and revise your marketing plan and budget if necessary

•

Decide on your overall objectives, going beyond the crisis.

Social Media Examples:
•

Singapore Tourism Podcast

Phase Four
Prepare for
Recovery

PHASE FOUR (Month 4): PREPARE FOR RECOVERY
As we go into phase four, every DMO should be looking ahead and preparing for recovery. At
this stage DMOs should be starting to re-educate and re-introduce visitors about their
destinations.
It is a good time to look at the marketing budget and finalise the recovery strategy. DMOs
must stay present, relevant and visible on all communication channels. Success is where
preparation and opportunity meet, therefore the preparation stage is highly important. Being
prepared enhances strategic thinking, increases flexibility and develops resilience.
During this stage the focus should be:
•

Staying relevant, visible and open on all communication channels

•

Re-educate and re-introduce a destination. Providing official guidance and correcting
misinformation

•

Being customer-centric and transparent. Addressing and responding to customer
concerns

•

Promoting and projecting a destination that is clean, safe and healthy. Explaining to
visitors all the steps taken to achieve this

•

Staying updated and keeping all stakeholders well-informed

•

Looking at the destination product and adapting it based on the current climate,
reassuring potential future visitors

PHASE FOUR: EXPANSION
Staying relevant, visible and open on all communication channels
•

All social posts must show relevance, visibility and openness.

•

Posts must be more centred towards recovery and going forward.

Re-educate and re-introduce a destination. Providing official guidance and correcting
misinformation
•

Keep the destination in people's minds by re-educating and reiterating what the
destination has to offer.

•

Remain in collaboration with local government and authorities to provide the most up
to date information.

Being customer-centric and transparent. Addressing and responding to customer concerns
•

Stay customer focused and transparent.

•

Address customer concerns such as health, safety and cleanliness and demonstrate
how your destination would respond if a visitor displayed illness symptoms.

Promoting and projecting a destination that is clean, safe and healthy. Explaining to visitors all
the steps taken to achieve this
•

Project your destination as clean, safe and healthy and emphasise medical facilities.

•

Promote destination cleanliness in all communication and the methods used to
achieve this.

Staying updated and keeping all stakeholders well-informed
•

Stay updated as the situation progresses.

•

Stay in contact with all stakeholders and ensure everyone is aligned and ready for
recovery.

Looking at the destination product and adapting it based on the current climate, reassuring
potential future visitors
•

Review the destination product and make improvements, ensuring the product is
crisis-proof.

•

Reassure potential visitors that you are prepared and ready for recovery.

Phase Five
Get Ready, Restart

PHASE FIVE (Month 5):GET READY / RESTART
DMOs need to take the lessons learned from the crisis and turn them into an opportunity.
Immediate concerns around the outbreak must be understood and responded to directly.
In all DMO messages and communication, transparency is key. The important thing is for
visitors to feel safe, particularly in crowds and amongst other tourists. Destinations should
confirm how they would immediately respond if a visitor displays virus symptoms.
This is a key stage, because if customers felt reassured throughout the destination’s handling
of the crisis, they will happily book a holiday to the destination once the situation has been
resolved. Therefore in order to recover and benefit from the growing interest destinations
must:
•

Demonstrate responsibility and sensibility and maintain a good international
reputation

•

Ensure visitor safety and care is emphasised in all communications

•

Provide guarantees for visitors that the destination is prepared for all situations

•

Start focusing on new, improved, customer focused content

•

Create and promote incentives for visitors such as new attractions and products

•

Oﬀer visitors something unique that they won’t find in any other destination

PHASE FIVE: EXPANSION
Demonstrate responsibility and sensibility and maintain a good international reputation
•

On social media, demonstrate a responsible approach to opening your destination.

•

Maintain a good international reputation to increase customer confidence.

Ensure visitor safety and care is emphasised in all communications
•

Continue to reinforce the destination’s capabilities regarding safety.

•

Continue to demonstrate a customer-first approach.

Provide guarantees for visitors that the destination is prepared for all situations
•

Ensure the destination’s product offers flexibility and guarantees.

•

Emphasise the improvements that the destination has made as a result of the crisis.

Start focusing on new, improved, customer focused content

•

Produce inspiring, new improved customer focused content

•

Involve influencers and bloggers to produce user generated content.

Create and promote incentives for visitors such as new attractions and products
•

Provide new experiences at your destination and communicate these.

•

Provide special rates and reductions to entice visitors to your destination.

Offer visitors something unique that they won’t find in any other destination
•

Focus on uniqueness and standing out from the competition through campaigns.

•

Emphasise niche tourism and new experiences in all communication.

Phase Six
Future Thinking

PHASE SIX (Month 6): FUTURE THINKING
Preparation for circumstances beyond control must be a key part of every DMOs strategy
going forward. It is essential that DMOs have a recovery plan and that they look closely at
their product and adapt it based on the current climate to reassure potential future visitors.
Competitive advantage lies in being able to respond to what is happening in real-time and
this requires a diversified business model.
•

Communicate on all channels that the destination is open for business as usual

•

Focus on staying agile and adaptive in an ever-changing world

•

Produce a comprehensive destination recovery plan and strategy which can be shared
with stakeholders

•

Deliver and develop an improved destination experience for visitors

•

Communicate all improvements and enhancements made by a destination as a result
of the crisis.

•

Ensure that customers feel satisfied that as a destination you are prepared and
capable if another crisis occurs.

PHASE SIX: EXPANSION
Communicate on all channels that the destination is open for business as usual
•

Regularly update all social channels to promote the destination as open.

•

Tap into people’s desire to travel and reposition the destination as a wellness
destination.

Focus on staying agile and adaptive in an ever-changing world
•

Be prepared for unexpected events and regulations post Coronavirus

•

Remain flexible and adaptive to future changes in the industry

Produce a comprehensive destination recovery plan and strategy which can be shared with
stakeholders
•

Prepare a comprehensive destination recovery plan for all perspectives in the industry.

•

Share the plan with all the stakeholders so that everyone is aligned.

Deliver and develop an improved destination experience for visitors
•

Focus on delivering an improved destination experience for visitors

•

Communicate all improvements made to visitor experience.

Communicate all improvements and enhancements made by a destination as a result of the
crisis
•

Emphasise all changes that have been made to improve the destination post crisis

•

Describe the enhancements made to safety rules and standards.

Ensure that customers feel satisfied that as a destination you are prepared and capable if
another crisis occurs.
•

Maintain a strong brand identity and reputation in all communications.

•

Emphasise that the destination is prepared and capable if another crisis occurs.

